
Latin Club 11/27 Minutes 
 
4:23: Meeting is called to order 
 
4:24: Officer reports: praetor, make sure you have a proxy and that they sign in properly; 
quaestor, colors are going to be changed because people don't like them right now… officer 
reports interrupted by t shirt discussion 
 
4:26: Gryfuth opens the floor to discussion about the t shirt color, urvi seconds the motion and 
the floor is opened for five minutes 
 
4:27: Varun moves to vote on whether the current colors are good, nick seconds the motion and 
the vote begins. Vote passes, so discussion about the colors continues 
 
4:29-4:32: discussion opened by Gryfuth continues, t shirt designs from last vote in October 
 
4:32-4:37: Gryfuth moves to open the floor to discussion for another five minutes, urvi seconds 
the motion and the floor opens once again. Considering green colors for the military themes. 
Colors in high consideration: light / dark blues, green colors (military) 
 
4:37: Gryfuth moves to open the floor for 20 minutes, Abby seconds the motion and the 
discussion continues  
 
4:38: Purple is a bad idea because it's unoriginal, antique royal is pretty good 
 
4:40: Gryfuth moves to use antique Royal for regular and light blue for officer, Adam seconds 
the motion and the vote happens and those are the t shirt colors (!) 
 
4:41: Gryfuth moves to close the discussion on the shirts, urvi seconds the motion and the 
discussion closes 
 
4:42-4:48: officer reports continue: aediles, they're good; nuntius, jack says we’re in the 
picayune for certamen and maybe lily pad project; scriba, dealing with people who might want to 
be in Latin club; historia, Roman life is probably going to be the theme; araneator, shows that 
nice website; tribunes, Latin five is running a second t shirt that they want to sell and enter at 
state 
 
4:48-4:50: Vikram shows digitized design for everyone's amazement  
 
4:51: t shirt money, it's time to collect it. Maybe show the list to the classes so they can pay up 
 
4:51: registration, December first is the deadline for Latin club registration, Scriba comes 
tomorrow morning for registration information  



 
4:52: volunteer for certamen tournament for service hours  
 
4:53-4:55: aediles talk about volunteer event in the bathroom to fix it up and make it look less 
crappy by replacing toilet paper and picking up trash  
 
4:56: saturnalia is coming up, aediles think that it should take place during finals week, possibly 
the first day of finals  
 
4:56: Gryfuth moves to put saturnalia party on Tuesday around 11:30, jack seconds the motion 
and the party will take place on Tuesday 
 
4:57: Varun asks if he can share the agenda. Magister approves. 
 
4:58-5:00: next meeting will be…. not this semester probably! :( but we will be working on 
saturnalia. Tribunes, talk to the class about what we discussed.  
 
5:00: Ethan moves to adjourn the meeting, Adam seconds the motion and hate meeting is 
adjourned  






